
Kavach Order Instructions 
 
The silver medallion known as the kavach is a mathematical yantra which is worn as a 
pendant and protective shield.  
 
The kavach is inscribed with the esoteric/mystical numbers of the functional benefic planets 
in your Vedic (eastern sidereal) astrological birth chart (natal horoscope).  
 
The kavach is designed to strengthen all the benefic planets in your horoscope. By doing so 
it adds protective covering to your life and also reduces the afflictions caused by the malefic 
planets, both in the birth chart and by their daily transit positions.  
 
In the USA kavaches have been provided to more than 3,500 people over the past 15 years. 
Everyone is free to return them for up to one month if the person is unhappy with it for any 
reason. Less than 20 of the 3,500 kavaches have been returned, as people get positive 
results. Please keep in mind the kavaches are hand-made and are not as pristine as 
American-made jewelry. There can even be some cuts, blemishes, or light or blurry 
numbers. Professor Choudhry, the esteemed elucidator of the Systems’ Approach, has 
assured that there is no problem with them. As he says, the real power comes from the 
purity of the astrologer recommending the kavach, and the manner in which they are 
created and empowered in India under Professor Choudhry’s supervision.  
 
By special arrangement, Dr. Miller’s patients are able to purchase their kavach directly from 
David Hawthorne, the USA source, for $250 plus $12 shipping/insurance. To order your 
kavach the following information is required:  
1. Time of birth 2. Place of birth 3. Date of birth 4. Name, address & telephone number 5. 
Identification of yourself as Dr. Miller’s patient  
 
Payment can be made by check (mailed to Astroview, Inc., 508 N. Second St., Suite #202, 
Fairfield, IA 52556) or by PayPal (to: david@astroview.com), or by credit card on this secure 
server: www.astroview.com/mystical_pendant. 
Or, if you prefer, you can also place the order by telephone: 641-472-3799.  
 
The kavach is said to reduce the deterioration of health and promote prosperity, 
relationships, and spiritual progress in our lives.  
 
You can read kavach testimonials on this website:  
http://astroview.com/pendant_testimonials. 
 


